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Fig1: San Vitale Mosaic of Theodora I and Procession. c. 546CE

Fig2: Marble Bust of a Lady of Rank, c. 400-500; Constantinople. Metropolitan Museum of Art
Components of Byzantine Dress

Byzantine clothing, though simple in appearance and construction, was actually quite elaborate on the decorative scale. Below I break down the various components that made up a typical wardrobe for the time period complete with citations from the websites in which I researched my information. A good portion of my sources go back to Dawn Vukson-Van Beek’s page at http://www.gryph.com/byzantine/. Used with permission.

-Fabric

Fabrics in Byzantine dress consisted of linen for tunicae and some dalmatics, stolae, and cloaks and silk for richer garments. Wool was also popular in Byzantine clothing, and Egyptian cotton, though rare, has been found to be used in tunicae as well. (1) Linen was woven in a plain weave, especially for the tunica, and wool was very lightweight as well to better suit the tropical-like Mediterranean climate. (2)

Silk was an important part of Byzantine commerce from the 7th century on. It was believed that Justinian I sent messengers to China to smuggle back silkworms, and doing such is what created the industry. Silks were widely used in Byzantium for court and ecclesiastical vestments. Wearing of the finest grades of silks, especially the purple-dyed ones, was limited to the imperial family and entourage, at least through the 9th century. Silk was always considered a luxury product; valued on a par with gold and other precious materials (even sold by weight and bought on speculation), its manufacture and trade was controlled, and its quality guaranteed by the state. Foreign trading of Byzantine silks was restricted and only small quantities were exported to Muslim countries, and the Venetian and other privileged Italian merchants were permitted to sell only lesser quality Byzantine silks. (3)

No matter the fabric, the Byzantines chose very bright, expressive colors. It is said one could stand in the Forum of Constantine and see a rainbow of colors. However, purple was reserved for the royal family due to its expense, (4) and “royal purple” isn’t at all like the color we know as purple today, it was actually closer to magenta.

-Trim, Embroidery, and Beading

Stripes on each shoulder running straight down the garment are called clavi. Clavi may end at the hem or terminate mid-garment with a roundel or square element called a segmenta. The clavi could be tapestry woven into the garment at the same time, appliquéd on from another piece of tapestry, embroidered cloth or even commercially made trim. (5) Extant garments show designs that ranged from basic knot work and the classic “Greek Key” design, to more elaborate embroidered scenes of various flora and fauna, mythology and the Bible. Ornamentation at this time was limited only by the weaver and embroiderer’s skills.
As far as beadwork goes on garments, the Byzantines were fond of pearls (especially on the Imperial level!) and used them quite a bit in their clothing and jewelry. They also sewed various other types of gemstones and even enameled beads and metal plates onto their clothing. The use of gold and silver threads wasn't unheard of either in embroidery or trim, as it was a common practice used in lavish garments since the late Roman period. (Auratus is the Latin term for fabric woven with gold thread. (6))

- Garments
The three most common if not primary garments worn during the Byzantine period were the *tunica*, *dalmatica*, and *stola*.

**The tunica** was the general undergarment of the upper classes and usually the only garment for the working classes. It was typically constructed of natural or bleached linen and ornamented with clavi. Even the most simplest of tunicae were ornamented as many extant samples show as shown above in Figure 3.

Unlike clothing today, the tunica was actually woven in one piece into the t-shape and in the width of the wearer. It was relatively shapeless which allowed it to be worn more efficiently in my opinion. The diagram below shows a typical pattern for a Byzantine tunica as taken from Citation 5:

![Fig5: Basic pattern for a tunica.](image)

**The dalmatica**, which is believed to have initially got it’s name from the use of Dalmatian wool, was a unisex over-garment woven into it’s shape much like the manner of the tunica, but was typically more trapezoidal in style, and as the centuries progressed, so did the style of the dalmatica, mostly in the sleeve department, where they went from long and snug-fitting to short and wide to flared from the elbows like the medieval bliaut dress, and became more tailored. (2)

A dalmatica would be where most of the ornamentation would be, as it was considered the outer most garment for most classes. Jewels, pearls, clavi, segmentae, sleeve facings et al would have their place on this rich article of clothing. The Byzantine-style dalmatica today is still seen in Orthodox and Catholic style liturgical vestments such as the alb and chasuble.
The stola is a woman’s garment, unchanged much from the Roman time period. It was basically a large folded rectangle, woven with a neck slit and sewn closed from wrist to hem. The Stola was worn belted high under the bust and ornamented with clavi, tapestry-woven into the garment. Fabrics would have been linen or light wool. However as time progressed more and more women began to wear dalmatics, especially if they were of a substantially high class.

![Fig6: Mosaic showing various dalmatics](image)

However, the most recognizably “Byzantine” garments are probably the *Superhumeral* and *Pallium*, which seemed highly restricted to the wearing by the Imperial family only, and hence why it was so common in artwork depicting as such, as well as religious icons.

The pallium was a very rich, hem length, jeweled court tabard, worn by men; and the superhumeral was an elaborate gold embroidered and jeweled collar edged in pearls. When extensions were added to the superhumeral, it was called an *ecclesiastical pallium*. The men's pallium would be hem length in front and much longer in the back, the back of the pallium was then draped around the torso and hung over the left arm, like Roman togas. The only woman to wear a superhumeral or pallium was the empress, and it was not seen on women elsewhere in Byzantine artwork. (7)
Other accessories to Byzantine clothing were the *sudarium*; an embroidered handkerchief, the *contabulatim*; which was a long cloth that was sometimes fan-folded and wound around the body, and the *paludamentum*, a trapezoidal cloak for men that was pinned at the right shoulder and decorated with *tablion*, or square-shaped designs on the straight edge of the cloak.

- **Footwear**

Unfortunately very little is known about Byzantine footwear other than what was shown in artwork, as no true extant pieces still exist.

Pointed toes are shown in the Ravenna Mosaics peaking out from beneath the women’s tunicae, and the men appear to be wearing black or brown sandals of sorts over white stockings. However, it’s not sure how this is to be interpreted. Some artworks, such as the one with the dalmatics above seem to be showing a version of Roman sandals.

The general consensus is that they were most likely a form of ornamented leather or cloth slipper, something common lasting (could fit both feet and adjustable to multiple sizes). In the mosaic of Justinian I at Ravenna, his slippers appear to be red in color, have cutouts to show his stockings underneath, and are heavily ornamented. Again though, this is open to interpretation.
In Tom Tierney’s *Byzantine Fashions* coloring book, he illustrated a series of footwear that he found through research in period artwork and descriptions while creating his book. These, and the rest of his books through Dover, are considered good, and fun sources for the historical costumer.

- **Jewelry**

Hellenistic and Roman traditions had a strong influence on the rise of Byzantine Art. The interaction of various cultures was reflected as richness in the economy of this Empire. All precious metals, stones and artists flowed into Constantinople, which was the center of style in this period.

The cross appeared everywhere from earrings to doorknockers. True Christian themes began to emerge in Byzantine jewelry of the 5th and 6th centuries. Representations of Christ, the Virgin Mary, and Angels and saints, appeared in jewelry. Symbolic and allegorical themes - the peacock for immortality, the tree for life, and many others - came to augment the earlier floral, faunal and geometric designs of Byzantine jewelry. (9)

Eventually as the Roman styles dwindled, Constantinople became the jewelry center of the Empire as of the 6th century, and developed its unique forms, motifs and techniques.

The use of jewels and goods made of precious metals was much more common in Byzantium than in the rest of Europe. Workshops based in the imperial palace mostly served the imperial family and the nobles processed precious goods to be sent to the Pope and foreign countries. Glass was the most commonly used material in the jewelry workshops that served the public.

Even in the periods when the empire had political and economic difficulties, women did not give up adorning themselves, but the use of jewelry made of cheap materials increased. The use of colorful stones in jewelry was a reflection of oriental influences on Byzantine Art. Among this jewelry are crowns, earrings, necklaces, fibulas, brooches, belts and rings. Whereas crowns symbolized nobility and power, earrings were among the jewelry that all women wore. Roman forms were used in earrings, and crescent-shaped golden earrings were preferred as wedding gifts. In Rome, giving a ring to somebody meant granting the authority of signature. The jewelers of Byzantium also maintained this tradition and borrowed all sorts of rings and ornaments from the Romans. (8)

Overall I’ve personally found that the best way of learning about Byzantine jewelry is looking at existing pieces, as most sources, especially online, will either tell you how to make a Byzantine chainmaille weave, sell you Byzantine ”style” jewelry, or just spam you entirely. It’s unfortunate that not more about it is written then the source I found above.
Through my own research of extant pieces that show up on eBay now and then and a trip through the Metropolitan Museum of Art, I’ve found that Byzantines were very fond of earrings, and designs ranged from simple hoops to the more well-known and distinctive half-moon shape.

Fig8: Basic gold earrings with “hoop and hook” fasteners, c.800-900.

Fig9: Silver earrings inlaid with a red glass stone. C.900-1000.
An even more interesting piece of aristocratic jewelry is the temple pendant, which was probably worn on a loop of hair or attached to a headdress. They dangled near the temple or the cheek. In a lot of artwork, you’ll see strands of pearls here as well.

The Byzantines were also fond of strands of stones or glass that could mimic natural stone. The Imperial Workshop was known for some of its jeweled beadwork, and the overall theme
seemed to included anything that could dangle or jingle, catching the light of the Mediterranean sun or the eyes of passers-by. A lot of modern jewelry in style right now seems to pay homage to this.

- **Cosmetics**

Unlike their Roman predecessors, the Byzantines weren’t as fond of caking their faces with make-up. Instead, they developed a love of fragrance, and developed rich perfumes using ingredients obtained in trade from China, India, and Persia, modern-day Iran. Perfume making was developed as an esteemed trade. (10) Frankincense and myrrh, of course, were the primary ingredients being as gifts the Magi brought to the Christ child, and were heavily valued as church incenses as they still are today.

As for facial enhancements, Byzantine women used bean flour to wash their faces, powdered their faces to make their complexion fairer, reddened their lips and cheeks, dyed their eyebrows black, and used eye shadow and hair dye, despite what the new Christian laws dictated. (11) Although they didn’t seem to use heavy preparations for their skin as the Romans did. Cosmetics however, didn’t appear to be less toxic, as I do recall reading someone that the Church allowed a woman who’s face was scarred by poisonous makeup, probably lead powder, to use a “Holy face cream” to restore her beauty so her husband would love her again. So, if the Church said it was okay...use your face cream, ladies!

- **Headwear? Anyone?**

There doesn’t appear to be much in the ways of head coverings in the Byzantine Empire.

Men kept their hair short, and sometimes wore a predecessor to the Phrygian cap before the Phrygians were actually hired within the Empire.

Women kept in the Roman tradition of elaborate hairstyles, which sometimes could be considered relatively modern. Some artwork shows veils, hairnets, headrolls, and Russian-style caps.

Elaborate crowns and hats were reserved for the nobility and Imperial family only. (12)

**In conclusion to this class...**
I hope I was able to make Byzantine clothing less intimidating! Anyone with questions can email me at ang@kaousuu.net. Stay tuned for Byzantine Garb 102: The Search for More Pearls!

**Keyword Glossary**

**Clavi:** Vertical stripes going down the length of a tunica or dalmatica.

**Segmenta:** (pl: Segmentae) Ornamental termini to clavi. Usually in the form of a roundel or square element.

**Auretus:** Roman word for the use of gold thread in garments.

**Tunica:** (pl: Tunicae) The general undergarment of the upper classes and usually the only garment for the working classes. It was typically constructed of natural or bleached linen and ornamented with clavi.

**Dalmatica:** (pl: Dalmaticae, Dalmatics) Believed to have initially got its name from the use of Dalmatian wool; a unisex over-garment woven into its shape much like the manner of the tunica, but was typically more trapezoidal in style.

**Stola:** A woman's garment. Basically a large folded rectangle, woven with a neck slit and sewn closed from wrist to hem.

**Pallium:** A very rich, jeweled court tabard, worn by men. Often hem length in the front and longer in the back so that it could be wrapped around the body.

**Superhumeral:** An elaborate embroidered and jeweled collar. Often edged in pearls.

**Ecclesiastical Pallium:** A garment that was created when extensions were added to the Superhumeral.

**Sudarium:** An elaborate embroidered handkerchief.

**Contabulatim:** A large length of cloth wrapped around the body. Sometimes fan-folded.

**Paludamentum:** A trapezoidal cloak worn by men, fastened on the right shoulder.

**Tablion:** Square shaped designs on the straight edge of a paludamentum.
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